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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0140284A1] 1. Electromagnetic relay with, disposed in an axially continuous aperture (3; 33) in a coil body (1; 31), a tongue-shaped
armature (6; 36) which has an attachment end (6a) fixed in the region of a first coil body flange (4; 34), while its free end (6b) is, in the region of the
second coil body flange (5; 35), switchable between two pole plates (8, 8'; 38, 38'), a flux transfer plate (11; 41) being constructed at the fixing end
of the armature (6; 36), the pole plates (8, 8'; 38, 38') resting flat on the end face of the second coil body flange (5; 35) and being maintained at a
preset contact gap by abutment faces on the coil body flange, a sealing foil (9, 12; 39, 42) being disposed on the end faces both of the first coil body
flange (4; 34) and also of the second coil body flange (5; 35), characterised in that there is, formed on the end face of the first coil body flange (4;
34) and enclosing the coil body aperture, a marginal bead (17; 47) which is discontinued only at two oppositely disposed places by a respective
connecting web (21; 51) extending between armature (6; 36) and flux transfer plate (11; 41), the connecting webs (21; 51) finishing flush with the
bead surface, forming therewith a plane surface to carry a sealing foil (12; 43), and in that the bearing surfaces for the pole plates (8, 8'; 38, 38)
are formed on the second coil body flange (5; 35) by spacing projections (23; 53) which protrude on two opposite sides of the coil body aperture (3;
33) to a height beyond the end face of the coil body flange (5; 35) which is equivalent to the thickness of the pole plates (8, 8'; 38, 38'), and in that
the pole plates (8, 8'; 38, 38') are of substantially flat construction and have in each case an inner edge bearing on both spacing projections (23;
53) and an outer edge braced on a retaining projection (24; 54) provided on the rim of the coil body flange (5; 35), in a manner such that the two
pole plates (8, 8'; 38, 38') likewise form with the two spacing projections (24; 54) a plane supporting surface for a sealing foil (9; 39) which engages
continuously around the coil body aperture (3; 33).
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